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Free Essay: War Photographer by Carol Ann Duffy War Photographer by Carol Ann Duffy is based on a war
photographer who has experienced and witnessed.

Greeting death. Owen gives first hand experiences he witnessed whilst fighting in World War One and where
he unfortunately died one week before the war came to an end In all, it gives the best the best picture of those
photographers who endanger their lives to capture the disastrous scenes of a war. Prevailing attitudes formed
off of this kind of perception render the idea of the comic form as a diversion, lacking serious content, and
perhaps immature. Duffy is immensely fascinated by what makes someone do such a job and how they feel
about being in situations where a choice often has to be made between either helping or recording horrific
events. Phnom Penh. They can never be like the photographer who himself has seen the difference between
the world of war and the world of baths and beer. I hear the crunch of the leaves and rocks underneath my
sneakers, browned by collected sand and dirt. The images that I have chosen and the two images to me are
similar because they represent the life of a person. It was also written to tell the stories of particular
photographers such as Mathew Brady, and share some of the experiences they had photographing the
American Civil War. The poet then goes on to describe the settings of the farm and the background to it. Third
Stanza In the third stanza of War Photographer, the poet creates a very strange situation for the readers.
Solutions slop in trays beneath his hands which did not tremble then though seem to now. It features two
people I never met. The poem not only explores the gory results of war, but it also talks about the internal
conflict going on in the heart and mind of the photographer who takes war-photographs. He is anonymous,
and could be any of those who do the recording of war scenes. She got her bachelor of arts and master of fine
arts from University of California Berkeley. It was a newer technique in battles as in wars prior to the Great
World War, fighting was less invasive and men merely marched at each other from opposite ends of fields and
fought until only one side remained standing or a white flag was hung high in surrender. Both of them were
well-respected stills photographers, with specialization in war photography. Page was a large influence on
Brady's artistic lifestyle teaching him trades such as jewel making, case making, and painting. There is so little
one man can do when thousands of people are united for war Page  Parks and his wife, Sally, moved to
Chicago in  Since my grandfather passed away in , I gathered all of my information about my grandfather
from my grandmother, Lelia Bell Sapper. Mathew Brady showed people what war was really like.
Unfortunately for many that means being involved in conflicts rising as great as wars. There is a tendency in
America, where explicit photos of war or anything gruesome occurring in the world are censored for the
public view. In an attempt to act ethically, the press fought the censors, trying their hardest to report the truth
to the general public. Her main clients were the families that lived in San Francisco. The value of the purpose
of this article is that it is purely informative and investigative on the ways in which the Civil War was
photographed In a simile where the poet compares the photographer to a priest represents his seriousness
toward his job, and how by taking their photographs, he helps those who are helpless. A photo tends to comes
with many sides to a story, it has the ability to manipulate and tell something differently. Erupting gunfire. It
has the effect of stretching the word "suffering" out so the readers takes more notice of it. Photojournalism
was started during the Crimean war by a gentleman named Carol Szathmari. People imagine things and do not
believe it until they see it. The variations of death in the three poems create a diverse image of death, which
some people can relate to through the different situations of loss. The camera was first used to photograph a
city street from above. The image also brings to mind the visions of a graveyard scene where the spools of
film are gravestones. Of course, there may be some readers who will bring tears in their eyes after looking at
the photos, but the photographer knows it well that they will never understand the sufferings of the victims
and the pain the photographers had while taking these war photographs. All photographers are always
conscious of how they document the truth, how is all the information presented to the audience. Duffy - War
Photographer by Ms. World War II one of the largest conflicts the world had seen had begun and started to
affect the world in such a way that it stretched to many corners of the world. This was really a very traumatic
situation for the photographer.


